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Synopsis. We recently interviewed Ms Aarthi S Anand, Rhodes Scholar & a 

Fintech Attorney at Perkins Coie LLP. The interview proceeded with a Q&A 

mode. 

The Interview 

Mridutpal: With the rolling in of advances in the field of Fintech infrastructure in the 

year 2021 how will trade automation and performance will be affected? 

Aarthi: It is very interesting for you to bring this up, I have been following up your 

podcast for a long time. With regard to the advances in 2021 where we automation 

and Trade Performance Analytics, I think we are coming back off a really interesting 

year where in 2020 in the pandemic everybody going into work from home, you saw 

how AI began to impact trade. The consumers are no longer calling up or relying on 

brokers to arrange trade for them instead they are engaging in trade by accessing 

relevant websites. 

They are making the decisions, what to sell and what to buy which has two conse-

quences, while on the one side you see enormous progress in Bitcoins and cryptocur-

rency trade coming to life in an unprecedented manner which was not the case in pre 

tech markets. Further, there is much more volatility in the market like the average 

individual responding to the Biden Administration coming in, the fluctuations in the 

run up to the elections as a challenge and an opportunity for consumers to come in and 

play a role. 

 

Mridutpal: What exactly is Sustainable wealth and will it be data driven in 2021 and 

beyond? 

Aarthi: I tend to do sustainable wealth in two portions, the one portion is very value 

driven and long-term investment decisions which match up the values of the individ-

ual. The second portion of it is the ability to invest in green energy hence making it a 

twofold decision which is increasingly relevant. As the average consumer determines 

which industries one wishes to invest in. The enormous social upheavals such as for 
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instance the #MeToo movement in which consumers do not wish to be associated with 

those companies with certain behaviour and wish to have gender non parity. Women 

investors are now coming in and wish to invest in those companies which uphold val-

ues.  

What is different about AI and Fintech is when you ask me about whether Sustain-

able wealth is data driven is that it has made the average consumer at the click of a 

button to be able to determine for themselves what are the various factors for them to 

decide. It will push wealth advisers who used to give generic advice but now the con-

sumer can say that certain companies do not align with my values, that's precisely 

where sustainable wealth can be a game changer in the next few years. It's about the 

culture itself as the consumers are forcing companies to engage in good behaviour as 

they now understand that if they are not taking steps to address race, gender parity, 

sexual harassment, climate change, the consumers won’t remain with them hence it is 

rapidly changing how we viewed CSR which was so far an additional advertising 

mechanism but now consumers want to see if it is more real. I wish to see the actual 

output and results you are driving. 

 

Mridutpal: Do you concur with the popular notion that customization and enhanced 

data tools produce the requirements for wealth advisers’ skill set? 

Aarthi: It is again two-fold. Data analytics was traditionally that has always existed 

when the broker was feeding in information and telling you which company is per-

forming well by ten years and twenty years. The consumer is asking what more can 

you provide me with. The two trends which are there is a sort of pressure on wealth 

advisers of course which is something that Wall Street is increasingly talking about 

as to how advisers can utilize platforms and trade individually. The second part is that 

it is going to force the wealth advisers to be more intelligent about their advice as the 

consumers that are coming to them, come with the measured performance of the com-

pany and what value add you can provide that justifies your brokerage and me choos-

ing the portfolio through you. It can eliminate wealth advisors and it brings me back 

to the historical context when the Industrial Revolution happened wondering whether 

machines are going to replace human beings, or is the labor force going to go away. 

Similarly, when AI kicked in on the autonomous vehicles that came in we wondered 

whether cars and drivers are going to be the thing of the past. It might not make the 

wealth advisers redundant but they will be forced to give us intelligent advice to con-

sumers. If we look at the market fluctuations which took place when the COVID first 

hit, the truth was because the market value which went into the panic mode and per-

formance of Wall Street Banks which did really well in that period, at a time when 

individuals took a hit as every time the individuals traded, the investment banks made 

tremendous money. The transition will shift the power balance perhaps, it will take 

time but it will be the way of the future. 
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Mridutpal: The uneasiness of the brokers will take a blow. 

Aarthi: You’ve actually hit on the mark as it has been one of the driving forces. I have 

moved back into the private practice as clients come up and ask for advice, further 

brokers and investment bankers turn up to lawyers to provide them with a different 

set of skills in a legal manner. For enhanced data tools, it is about regulation. For 

example, a Bank which has access to one’s credit card information, auto loans, mort-

gage and enormous data at its tips. The question is whether the banks will allow data 

to flow in the pipes. The concern then is from the Government Regulatory standpoint, 

when the government goes after the Big Tech giants worried about the consumers and 

individual rights. Technology will push new data tools, government regulations to 

safeguard consumer interests and the impetus coming in from the consumers to un-

derstand better the advice being given to them.  It is technology that ensured that we 

did not push into another recession at a time when an average person on the street lost 

their jobs and livelihood.  

 

Mridutpal: What according to you are the biggest hurdles for the adoption of Fintech 

and AI in the industry? 

 

Aarthi: I wish to break down this question into two parts. When I think of fintech I 

think of it as two worlds. One is the banks that are bringing technology into the play 

and the second is the fintech companies which are the startups which are seen as 

bitcoin, cryptocurrency etc, making it two markets for them. You see heavy deploy-

ment of AI in bitcoin and cryptocurrency where an average consumer is seeing AI 

tools at the backend to give them responses that help them make investment decisions. 

The second part is how our banks are using Fintech in AI, where it is becoming neb-

ulous because banks are beginning to use AI. The question is how much are the gov-

ernments aware of it. The government for instance has gone after the tech companies 

but how will they examine the data held by these banks. I work at a law firm called 

Perkins Curie which has over 100 lawyers who specialize in AI. As the Biden Admin-

istration is pushing for Climate Change, carbon markets are getting very active and 

AI is deployed very heavily there, for example one of the reasons why EI ETS markets 

failed last time was because of cyber security.  

Now the question is can AI be deployed in these areas and our ability to succeed the 

markets we failed at earlier which can change the story in the coming year. Govern-

ments are forced to pull up socks to understand what technology is before they decide 

to regulate it and how to go about it. Ahead of the curve as technology is, everyone is 

trying to catch up and every industry that has rich data sources. For instance, Carch 

cars have laptops in cars which connect manufacturers on the kind of search one does. 

This raises some real hard questions for the government and the globalization of 
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technology. Cities like London, New York and Singapore have created Sand Boxes 

where newer Fin tech companies can come in and test drive technologies in a way that 

the Government has some oversight and basic understanding of some sense of the 

implications. At the end whose data is retained and combined with it what does it tell 

about the consumers. 

 

Mridutpal: What impact would it have on the Financial Markets in 2021? 

 

Aarthi: This is like asking me to look at tea leaves. I truly think two fold again. To 

look at 2020, the two issues that cropped up, we had a global pandemic so initially it 

was thought that we are heading towards recession and the world faced a grave health 

care challenge. The pharma companies rose up and it is interesting to note how tech-

nology partnered with these companies in order for the development of vaccines for 

the distribution channels across the world. 

For Fintech, folks are going to look at pharma companies to invest in and secondly 

the lessons we learnt from the COVID year that markets went into a low tide and 

resurgents of consumers with the market coming back again. In the next year, the 

continuation of the trend of consumers investing on their own and the emphasis on 

the kind of industries the consumers will be interested in like carbon trading compa-

nies, bitcoins and cryptocurrencies as these are the big trends coming up.  

 

Mridutpal: How far the general public be accepting of the Digital Finances Coaches 

or advisors? 

 

Aarthi: Now you are putting me in a really tight spot. To be candid that is a fairly and 

heavily regulated industry be it in New York, Bombay or New York where govern-

ments have been super protective of consumers by saying we want you to go through 

registered broker dealers. With regard to digital coaches and advisors, the question is 

what do you mean by financial coaches, are you saying the brokers will provide advice 

through digital mediums? Individuals who are mushrooming on their own to be a little 

more cautious as there is a reason why it is so regulated. Coaches are a great mecha-

nism then the average consumer won’t just have the chance to have three or four ad-

visers who can get advice from coaches across the world. Are investments going to 

make extensive inroads in the financial markets of other countries by way of which an 

average shareholder sitting in India can be investing in the United States, by investing 

in bitcoins and cryptocurrency and vice versa. It leads to the opening up of markets 

which were close. 

 

Mridutpal: What if the Digital Financing were mere chat bots and indeed not real 

people? 
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Aarthi: You have identified the issue that is cropping up on all our websites.  The chat 

bots raise some interesting questions as it is not a human being. If a broker provides 

you advice without the safeguards, you knew whom you could go after legally. The 

coder who programmed it or the website who provided the service or whom? Same as 

the autonomous cars, exactly. A chat bot could very easily give me data on the last five 

year’sand ten year performance. I would not however view the chat boats as a solution 

to Data Analysis.  

 

Mridutpal: How in your opinion will AI affect transactions, search and visualizations. 

 

Aarthi: That's an area where I see AI making a huge impact already. It is one of those 

areas with a low hanging fruit for AI, until now literally on Transactions, search and 

visualizations if looking back at 15 years back, I would have had a wealth adviser to 

dumb it down for me. I would be relying on them to tell me which companies I make 

investments in for my 5-year 10-year plan. AI can be super useful in these sectors by 

taking care of multiple factors and able to insert one or two factors maybe more by 

plugging in 20 to 30 data inputs where companies were letting go off employees and 

mortgages were impacted. So the consumer can be aware not to invest in real estate in 

let's say Wisconsin. That's where AI can be so useful as it takes hundreds of Data Units 

and put in to give a more logical story in ways that human beings would have found a 

lot harder at the regional, national and global level. AI can club in so many specific 

individual factors to come up with a portfolio that is more tailor made and appropriate 

for me. It is an answer for me. These areas currently have the maximum impact of AI. 

 

Mridutpal: Do you think Client Risk profiles will be more effectively framed with the 

advent and implementation of AI in Fintech? 

 

Aarthi: Absolutely. What I love about AI is that it makes us requestion about our 

assumptions on Data. For example, I did a study a few years ago where I started with 

a presumption where I pieced a critical technology industry presumption that IP is 

critical to the IT industry, and once we started collecting information on industrial 

growth like Silicon Valleys, Boston, India etc. In India have IPR laws changed and 

have fueled the IT industry. We realized that the data on the other hand did not sup-

port our premise, when I spoke to CEOs, I said these folks are giving away provisions 

at the negotiating table. The fundamental presumption on the neo classical economics 

that if we increase property rights it will drive technology that did not hold good in 

the tech industry which makes AI super interesting. 

As a client I could tell my advisor that my Risk capita and what I want and what I 

don't want. What I might not articulate is my biases that come in believing that I am 

a moderate risk taker, I might be a lower or a higher risk taker regardless hence having 
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access to portfolio is getting better advice. When the investment advisor, in case my 

portfolio is in debts, it can be increased in the equity markets and a more international 

advice can decrease risks this is where AI provides information. It helps you make 

sense of the data which is accurate.  

 

Mridutpal: How do you think the lives of brokers from Security firms will be affected 

with the advent and implementation of AI and Fintech? 

 

Aarthi: We have already seen it hugely affected last year. To be candid, when I speak 

to my friends in different countries who are advisors and brokers in other countries, 

you can virtually see them and say there are folks investing in M1 and they are invest-

ing through Robinhood and through the financial markets that are available online. 

Earlier they average consumer would talk to the wealth adviser which is guilty of tak-

ing securities. Now the average consumer says I want great returns. AI has already 

changed the lives of brokers and security firms, it also keeps them on.  The consumer 

pushes them back to open up sectors for the client. Even as a lawyer, brokers are forced 

to respond to the questions posed by the clients and be clear about the recommenda-

tions to the client and in a manner which does not lead to bumping up against the 

financial regulations. AI puts the consumer in the driver’s seat making a shift in the 

way markets operate.  

 

Mridutpal: What is the pathway that India shall adopt to ensure that India does not 

lag behind in the Fintech industry? 

 

Aarthi: It is such a great question. If I think of one country that has benefited the most 

from the technology industry and revolution that is India.  When I was growing up in 

India, technology was just beginning in India to where India is fueling the tech indus-

try is globally. Technology 2.0 for India will be from BPO to ITO models, India is 

super well positioned to take advantage of the fintech industry as India cracked the 

technology (Infosys which backed tech giants formed in the USA). While India is a 

little bit slower into getting into the startup phase and the fintech space. It is a huge 

opportunity for both Big tech companies and Startups to flourish. The pathway as you 

asked, if we look at the financial experiment that demonetization was, we could see the 

Government encourage the Bitcoin and cryptocurrency combined with the strength 

of India in the field of technology in an area which India is a tad lacking but we can 

catch up easily as we have the fundamental building blocks to see India step up, I would 

love to see a Gemini fund come from India. Here’s to hoping that India surpasses China 

in the race. 

 

 




